
Point Preimages under Ball Non-CollapsingMappings?Olga MalevaDepartment of Mathematis, The Weizmann Institute of Siene, Rehovot 76100,Israel maleva�wisdom.weizmann.a.ilSummary. We study three lasses of Lipshitz mappings of the plane: Lipshitzquotient mappings, ball non-ollapsing mappings and loally ball non-ollapsingmappings. For eah lass, we estimate the maximum ardinality of point preimagein terms of the ratio of two harateristi onstants of the mapping. For Lipshitzquotients and for Lipshitz loally BNC mappings, we provide a omplete sale ofsuh estimates, while for the intermediate lass of BNC mappings the answer is notomplete yet.1. LetX and Y be metri spaes. The lass of Lipshitz mappings f : X ! Yis de�ned by the ondition: f(Br(x)) � BLr(f(x)) for all points x of X andall positive r (by Br(x) we denote an open ball of radius r, entered at x).Here L is a onstant depending on the mapping f but not on the point x;the in�mum of all possible suh L is alled the Lipshitz onstant of f .In a similar way, o-Lipshitz mappings f : X ! Y are de�ned by theondition f(Br(x)) � Br(f(x)), where the positive onstant  is indepen-dent of x and r; the supremum of all suh  is alled the o-Lipshitz on-stant of the mapping f . (In some fundamental papers, e.g. [JLPS℄, the o-Lipshitz onstant of the mapping is de�ned as in�mum over all 0, suh thatf(Br(x)) � Br=0(f(x)).)By de�nition, a Lipshitz quotient mapping is a mapping that satis�esboth of the above onditions, i.e. is L-Lipshitz and -o-Lipshitz for someonstants 0 <  � L <1.The reently developed theory of Lipshitz quotient mappings betweenBanah spaes raised many interesting questions about the properties of thesemappings. Here we are interested in the ase when X and Y are �nite di-mensional Banah spaes.The paper [JLPS℄ ontains far-reahing results for Lipshitz quotient map-pings f : R2 ! R2 . In partiular, it is proved there that the preimage of eahpoint under suh an f is �nite. The question whether the same is true forLipshitz quotients f : Rn ! Rn for n � 3 is still open, although the followingresult onerning this was obtained in [M℄: There is a �n < 1 suh that ifthe ratio of o-Lipshitz and Lipshitz onstants of suh a mapping is greaterthan �n, then the mapping is one-to-one. It was also proved in [M℄ that theardinality of the preimage of a point under a Lipshitz quotient mapping? Supported by the Israel Siene Foundation.



2 O. Malevaof the plane does not exeed the ratio between its Lipshitz onstant L ando-Lipshitz onstant  with respet to the Eulidean norm.In setion 2 of the present paper, we generalize this result to the aseof arbitrary norm. One important situation is when the ratio =L is greaterthan 1=2, then the mapping is a homeomorphism. In setion 3, we disussthe question whether the bound =L � 1=maxx#f�1(x) is tight.In setion 4, we study so-alled ball non-ollapsing (BNC) mappings. Wesay that a mapping f : X ! Y is C-ball non-ollapsing, if for any x 2 X andr > 0 one has f�Br(x)� � BCr(y) (�)for some y 2 Y . This property generalizes o-Lipshitzness. We will say thata mapping is C loally BNC, if for any x 2 X there exists " = "(x) > 0 suhthat (�) holds for all r � ".Note that ball non-ollapsing mappings an be very far from being o-Lipshitz: e.g., the mapping F (x; y) = (x; jyj) from R2 to itself is 1=2 BNC,but is not o-Lipshitz (its image is not the whole plane).The loal ball non-ollapsing property does not imply in general the globalproperty, as demonstrated by another plane-folding example: F1(x; y) =(x; jy � [y + 12 ℄j), where [t℄ stands for the integer part of t. This mappingis loally 1=2 ball non-ollapsing, but is not globally ball non-ollapsing forany onstant.However, it turns out that in partiular ases, the loal BNC property mayeven imply o-Lipshitzness, though with smaller onstant: it is easy to show(see Lemma 4, setion 4 that if the Lipshitz onstant of a Lipshitz, loallyBNC mapping f is less than twie the BNC onstant, then f is a Lipshitzquotient mapping. For the mappings of the plane this immediately yields�niteness of point preimages. But we obtain a stronger result. In Theorem 2we show that suh a mapping f is a bi-Lipshitz homeomorphism, that is, thepreimage of eah point onsists of one point. On the other hand, the aboveexample of loally BNC mapping F1(x; y) shows that as soon as the ratio ofonstants is less than or equal to one half, the loally BNC mapping mayhave in�nite point preimages.The idea of folding the plane in�nitely many times has to be modi�edin order to onstrut an example of a Lipshitz globally BNC mapping ofthe plane with in�nite point preimage. In setion 5 we disuss the modi�edonstrution, but it yields the BNC onstant less than (and arbitrarily loseto) one third of the Lipshitz onstant. Thus, we do not know exatly howlarge the point preimages in the global BNC ase an be, when the ratio ofonstants is in the interval [1=3; 1=2℄.2. This setion is devoted to Lipshitz quotient mappings. We would like toprove the following theorem, whih is a generalization of a similar result in[M℄ to the ase of arbitrary norm.



Point Preimages under Ball Non-Collapsing Mappings 3Theorem 1. If f : (R2 ; k�k)! (R2 ; k�k) is an L-Lipshitz and -o-Lipshitzmapping with respet to any norm k � k andmaxx2R2#f�1(x) = n;then =L � 1=n.Proof. The proof will follow the same sheme as the proof of [M, Theorem 2℄.We will only explain the details needed for the argument to work in ase ofarbitrary norm. We onsider the deomposition f = P Æh, where h : R2 ! R2is a homeomorphism and P (z) is a polynomial of one omplex variable (see[JLPS℄). Clearly, degP = maxx2R2#f�1(x) = n. We may also assume thatf(0) = 0 and L = Lip(f) = 1.Assume  > 1=n, then there exists " > 0 suh that 1 = (1� ") > 1=n.We omit the proof of the following lemma, sine it would in fat repeatthe proof of [M, Lemma 1℄:Lemma 1. There exists an R suh that for any x with kxk � R one haskf(x)k � 1kxk. utLet us show that for large enough r the index of the image f(�Bk�kr (0))around zero is equal to n.Lemma 2. There exists d > 1 suh that for any � > dInd0 f��Bk�k� (0)� = Ind0 P�h��Bk�k� (0)�� = n:Proof. Denote the Eulidean norm of x 2 R2 by jxj. By [M, Lemma 3℄ thereexists suh � that Ind0 f(�Bj�j� (0)) = n, and all preimages of zero under f liein Bj�j� (0). Take d suh that kxk � d implies jxj � �, and let � � d. Sine theset Bk�k� (0) nBj�j� (0) does not ontain preimages of zero, one hasInd0 f��Bk�k� (0)� = Ind0 f��Bj�j� (0)� = n:utThe last lemma in the proof of Theorem 1 is rather obvious in the Eu-lidean ase, but needs some tehnial work in the ase of arbitrary normand the orresponding Hausdor� measure. By the k-dimensional Hausdor�measure of a Borel set A we meanHk(A) = supÆ>0 inf � 1Xj=1(diam Cj)k �� A � 1[j=1Cj ; diam Cj � Æ�(f. [F, 2.8.15℄). The diameter in this de�nition is with respet to the metrigiven by the norm k � k. Note that Hk is so normalized that the 1-Hausdor�measure of a segment [x; y℄ is equal to kx� yk.



4 O. MalevaLemma 3. If � : [0; 1℄ ! R2 is a losed urve with k� (t)k � r for all t 2[0; 1℄ and Ind0 � = n, then the length of � in the sense of the 1-dimensionalHausdor� measure H1 is at least nH1(�Br(0)).Proof. In order to prove Lemma 3, it suÆes to prove it in the ase n = 1,sine a losed urve of index n an be split into n losed urves of index 1.Note �rst that there exist onvex polygons insribed in the sphere �Br(0)with perimeter arbitrarily lose to H1(�Br(0)).Indeed, �x positive " and take Æ > 0 suh that for any overing of�Br(0) by balls of diameters less than Æ, the sum of the diameters is at leastH1(�Br(0))� ". Consider the family of all balls with enters on �Br(0) anddiameters less than Æ. By the Besiovith Covering Theorem (see [F, 2.8.15℄)there exists a ountable subfamily of disjoint balls fBig, whih overs almostall of �Br(0). Sine the remaining part of �Br(0) is of H1 measure zero, itan be overed by a olletion of balls with diameters less than Æ and sum ofdiameters less than ". Therefore,Pi diam(Bi) � H1(�Br(0))� 2".Choose m suh that Pi�m diam(Bi) � H1(�Br(0)) � 3". The perimeterof the onvex polygon whose verties are the enters of B1; : : : ; Bm is thenat least H1(�Br(0))� 3", sine the balls are disjoint.Thus it is enough to onsider a onvex polygon  inside the ball Br(0),and to prove that H1(� ) � H1().Let us note that the H1-length of a planar urve is at least the k � k-distane between its endpoints. This an be shown by replaing the urveby a broken line of nearly the same H1-length (whih may be ahieved by aproedure similar to insribing a polygon in a sphere as above) and using thetriangle inequality. Therefore, if we replae an ar of a urve by a straightline segment, we do not make the urve longer (this is similar to the ase ofEulidean norm, exept that in some norms a urve may have length equalto the distane between its endpoints even if it is not a straight line).Suessively replaing ars of the urve � by straight line segments on-taining sides of the polygon , we do not inrease the H1-length, and in a�nite number of steps will replae � by . utTo onlude the proof of Theorem 1, note that 1-Lipshitz mappingsdo not inrease the Hausdor� measure. Therefore the H1-length of � =f(�B�(0)) annot exeed H1(�B�(0)). On the other hand, if � is suÆientlylarge, then by Lemma 2, Ind0 � = n, and by Lemma 1, kyk � 1� for anyy 2 � . So by Lemma 3 the H1-length of � is at least n1H1(�B�(0)). Sinen1 > 1, this is a ontradition whih �nishes the proof of the theorem. ut3. Having proved suh a theorem, one would like to know if the 1=n boundsare preise. In the ase of Eulidean norm the mappings �n(rei�) = reni�have the ratio of onstants equal to 1=n and maximum ardinality of a pointpreimage equal to n. Unfortunately, this does not immediately generalize tothe ase of arbitrary norm.



Point Preimages under Ball Non-Collapsing Mappings 5We are able to onstrut examples of suh mappings in the situation whenthe unit ball is a regular polygon (or, of ourse, its aÆne equivalent). The `1norm is then a partiular ase of this. The idea of onstrution is as follows.Let V0 be a vertex of the unit sphere S = fx : kxk = 1g. If x is a point on S,let argk�k(x) be the length of the ar of S between V0 and x in the ounter-lokwise diretion, measured by the Hausdor� measure H1 orresponding tothe metri de�ned by the norm k � k. We de�ne  n(rx) = ry, where r � 0,and y is suh a point on S that argk�k(y) = n argk�k(x). One easily heksthat the Lipshitz onstant of  n is equal to n. To hek that the o-Lipshitzonstant is equal to 1, one may onsider a loal inverse of  n (see Lemma 5below) and satisfy oneself that this inverse does not inrease the k�k-distane.We do not know of suh examples for other norms, so despite the feelingthat the onverse of the theorem holds for any norm (that is, there existmappings with maximum of n point preimages and the ratio of onstantsequal to 1=n), this question remains open.4. Now we would like to swith from Lipshitz quotient mappings to moregeneral loally BNC mappings of R2 with the distane de�ned by an arbitrarynorm k � k. Our next goal will be to obtain a result whih links the maximumardinality of a point preimage to the ratio of the BNC onstant C andthe Lipshitz onstant L of the mapping. This result, whih is Theorem 2below, deals only with the ase C=L > 1=2. Reall that if C=L � 1=2, pointpreimages an be in�nite (an example is given in Setion 1). However, weknow this only for Lipshitz, loally BNC mappings of the plane. See thenext setion for a disussion of the ase C=L � 1=2 for Lipshitz, globallyBNC mappings of R2 .We start with a simple lemma for BNC mappings between metri spaes.Lemma 4. If a mapping f between two normed spaes X and Y is L-Lipshitz and is loally C-BNC with C=L > 1=2 then f is  = (2C � L)o-Lipshitz.Proof. Consider any point x and radius R � "(x), where "(x) is from the de�-nition (�) of loal BNC property of the mapping f . There exists a point y suhthat BCR(y) � fBR(x) � BLR(f(x)). Then the distane dist(y; f(x)) doesnot exeed (L�C)R < CR. Now sine BCR�dist(y;f(x))(f(x)) is ontained inBCR(y), we onlude that the mapping f is loally C � (L�C) = (2C �L)o-Lipshitz. This implies that f is globally (2C�L) o-Lipshitz. For a proofthat loal o-Lipshitzness at every point implies global o-Lipshitzness see,for example, [C, Setion 4℄. utWe proved in Theorem 1 that for an L-Lipshitz and -o-Lipshitz mappingfrom the plane to itself, the ardinality of a point preimage is not greaterthan L=. We thus have aCorollary. If f : R2 ! R2 is L-Lipshitz and C loally BNC with C=L > 1=2then



6 O. Maleva maxx2R2#f�1(x) � L2C�L :The bound on the right blows up when C=L is larger than but lose to1=2. Our aim now is to improve the bound to the best possible one, that is,to prove that a C loally BNC and L-Lipshitz mapping with C=L > 1=2 isin fat a homeomorphism, i.e. the preimage of eah point is a single point.We will need several lemmas.Lemma 5 (Loal invertibility of a Lipshitz quotient mapping). Let f : R2 !R2 be a Lipshitz quotient mapping. There exists a �nite subset A of R2 suhthat if 
 is a onneted simply onneted open domain whih does not in-terset with A, then for any point x suh that y = f(x) 2 
 there exists amapping � = �x;y : 
 ! R2 whih satis�es �(y) = x and f Æ � = Id
. Thismapping � is open and is loally 1=-Lipshitz, where  is the o-Lipshitzonstant of f .Proof. By [JLPS℄ any suh f is a omposition P Æ h of a polynomial P witha homeomorphism h. Let A be the �nite set fP (z) j P 0(z) = 0g. If 
 is aonneted simply onneted open domain whih does not interset with A,then the polynomial P has a unique inverse, whih is an analyti funtionp de�ned on 
 suh that p(y) = h(x). De�ne � = h�1 Æ p. It is lear that�(y) = x and f Æ � = Id
 .Sine � is a omposition of a homeomorphism h�1 and an analyti fun-tion p, whose derivative p0(!) = 1P 0(p(!)) is nonzero, we onlude that � isopen.Suppose ! 2 
 and r > 0 is so small that Br(!) � 
 and Br(�(!)) ��(
). Then o-Lipshitzness of f implies that �Br(!) � Br(�(!)) , so � isloally �1-Lipshitz, where  is the o-Lipshitz onstant of f . utLemma 6. Assume that a mapping f between two �nite dimensional normedspaes X and Y is C loally BNC and is di�erentiable at a point a. Thenfor any � > 0 there exists r = r(�; a) suh that fB�(a) � B(C��)�(f(a)) for� � r.Proof. Let daf be the di�erential of f at a, so that f(a+h) = f(a)+(daf)h+o(h). We will show now that (daf)B1(0) � BC(0). Then for every � > 0 onean �nd r suh that ko(h)k < �khk for khk � r. It follows that for � � r theimage fB�(a) ontains the ball entered at f(a) of radius C���� = �(C��).Assume C1 = minkxk=1 kdaf(x)k < C. Then (daf)B1(0) 6� BC1(1+�)(0)for every � > 0 (thus, in partiular, (daf)B1(0) 6� BC(0)).It follows that (daf)B1(0) 6� BC1(1+�)(x) for any x 2 (daf)B1(0) and � >0. Indeed, assuming (daf)B1(0) � BR(x) one gets (daf)B1(0) � �BR(x) =BR(�x) and thus(daf)B1(0) � onv�BR(x); BR(�x)� � BR(0):



Point Preimages under Ball Non-Collapsing Mappings 7Take r suh that ko(h)k < C�C12 khk for khk � r. Then for any � � r onehas fB�(a) � � = f(a) + �(daf)B1(0) +B�C�C12 (0):The latter does not ontain a ball of radius greater than C+C12 � (the proof ofthis uses that (daf)B1(0) is onvex), and in partiular we onlude that �(and therefore fB�(a)) does not ontain a ball of radius C�, in ontraditionto the loal C-BNC property of f . utIn what follows we will assume that f(0) = 0.The next key lemma is an analogue of Lemma 1 for Lipshitz quotientmappings, but in the ase of BNC mappings the proof beomes tehniallymore ompliated.Lemma 7. If a mapping f : R2 ! R2 is L-Lipshitz and is loally C-BNCwith C=L > 1=2 and f(0) = 0, then for any C 0 < C there exists R > 0 suhthat kf(x)k � C 0kxk for any kxk � R. Consequently, fBr(0) � BC0r(0) forall r � R.Proof. Assume L = 1, setM = 1+maxf(z)=0 kzk and onsider R = 4M=(C�C 0). Assume that there exists a point x0 suh that kx0k = r � R andkf(x0)k < C 0r. There exists " > 0 suh that for all y 2 U(x0; ") = fy : kyk =kx0k and ky � x0k < "g one has kf(y)k < C 0r.Note that there exists x1 2 U(x0; ") and "0 > 0 suh that U(x1; "0) �U(x0; ") and 
 = [y2U(x1;"0)�0; 2f(y)�is suh a domain as was desribed in Lemma 5 (i.e., 
 does not ontainP (z) suh that P 0(z) = 0). Here (0; a) is the straight line interval between0 and a in R2 . Let � = �x1;f(x1) : 
 ! R2 be the mapping from Lemma 5.Note that �(
), being open, ontains an open neighbourhood of x1, so thereexists "1 : 0 < "1 < "0, suh that U(x1; "1) � �(
). Then �f(y) = y for anyy 2 U(x1; "1), sine �j
 is a 1-1 mapping.Sine � is loally Lipshitz, and is de�ned in an open one, �(0) is alsowell-de�ned.In what follows, we are going to use both the Lebesgue measure Lk andthe Hausdor� measure Hk for k = 1; 2. Reall that in Rk the measure Lkoinides with Hk on Borel sets. But the measureHk is de�ned also in spaesof dimension di�erent from k; if  is a Lipshitz mapping and A is suh a setthat Hk(A) = 0, then Hk( (A)) = 0. In partiular, if A is a Borel set in Rksuh that Lk(A) = 0, and  : Rk ! Rk is Lipshitz, then Lk( (A)) = 0.We know that f is L2-almost everywhere di�erentiable on �(
). LetD = ft 2 �(
) j f is di�erentiable at tg. Sine H2(�(
) n D) = 0 and fis Lipshitz, we onlude that the set 
 n f(D) is also of L2 measure zero.Then by Fubini's theorem there exists a point y in U(x1; "1), suh that al-most every point of the interval (0; 2f(y)) with respet to L1 measure is



8 O. Malevain f(D). Now onsider the restrition of � onto the segment [0; f(y)℄. Thisrestrition is a Lipshitz mapping from [0; f(y)℄ to R2 ; therefore H1-almostevery point of the urve  = �([0; f(y)℄) is in D, that is f is H1-almost ev-erywhere di�erentiable on . Let B = D \  be the set of points on  wheref is di�erentiable.Sine C+C02 < C, by Lemma 6 for eah di�erentiability point z 2 B thereexists rz > 0 suh that fB�(z) � B�(C+C0)=2(f(z)) for any � � rz.Let H1() be the 1-Hausdor� measure of . There exists � > 0 suh thatif almost all of  is overed by balls of diameter at most � , then the sum ofdiameters of the balls is at least H1()� M2 (we de�ned M in the beginningof the proof). Without loss of generality we may assume that � < M=2.Consider F = fB�(z) j z 2 B; � � minfrz; �=2gg. By the BesiovithCovering Theorem (see [F, 2.8.15℄) there exists a ountable disjoint subol-letion F0 of F , whih overs almost all of B, therefore almost all of , withrespet to the measure H1. ThenXB2F0 diam B � H1()� M2 :On the other hand the f -image of eah ball B 2 F0 ontains a ball withenter on [0; f(y)℄ and of radius r(B)C+C02 . Note that F1=fB�(C+C0)=2(f(z)) jB�(z) 2 F0g is a family of noninterseting balls with enters on the interval[0; f(y)℄, thereforeC + C 02 XB2F0 diam B = XB2F1 diam B � kf(y)k+ � C + C 02 :Thuskf(y)k � �H1()� M2 �C + C 02 � � C + C 02 � �H1()�M�C + C 02 :Note also thatH1() � kyk�k�(0)k � r�M (see the explanation in the proofof Lemma 3), so kf(y)k � (r�2M)C+C02 . But we assumed that kf(y)k < C 0r,so one gets C 0r > C + C 02 r � 2M;or, equivalently, 2M > C�C02 r, whih ontradits r � R = 4MC�C0 . utTheorem 2. Let R2 be equipped with an arbitrary norm k � k. If f : R2 ! R2is an L-Lipshitz and C loally ball non-ollapsing mapping with C=L > 1=2,then #f�1(x) = 1for any point x 2 R2 .



Point Preimages under Ball Non-Collapsing Mappings 9Proof. By Lemma 4, suh a mapping f is a Lipshitz quotient mapping. Letn = maxx2R2#f�1(x). We may assume f(0) = 0.Fix any C 0, suh that L=2 < C 0 < C. Then by Lemma 7 there exists Rsuh that kf(x)k � C 0kxk for all kxk � R. By Lemma 2, there exists r > Rsuh that j Ind0 f(�Br(0))j = n.Then by Lemma 4 the H1-length of f(�Br(0)) is at least nC 0H1(�Br(0)),whih is stritly greater than nL2 H1(�Br(0)). But sine f is L-Lipshitz, thelength of f(�Br(0)) is at most LH1(�Br(0)). Hene nL2 < L, therefore n = 1.This �nishes the proof of the theorem. ut5. The last question we would like to disuss here is what happens when aglobally BNC mapping has a ratio of onstants less than or equal to 1=2. Theplane folding example, F (x; y) = (x; jyj), where C=L = 1=2, shows that suha mapping neither has to be o-Lipshitz, nor is neessarily 1-1. However, themapping in this example has point preimages of �nite maximum ardinality 2.On the other hand a mapping with ratio C=L less than 1=3 may havein�nite point preimages. An example to this end is the following. For aninterval I = [a; b℄ in R1 de�ne the \hat funtion" hI(x) by b�a2 � jx � a+b2 j.Now let the mapping �A : R1 ! R1 , where A > 1, be de�ned by�A(x) = 8><>:x; if x � 0;(�1)kh[A�k;A�k+1℄(x); if A�k � x � A�k+1; k a positive integer,x� 1; if x > 1:Obviously, �A is a 1-Lipshitz funtion. One an hek that �A is BNC withonstant C = 1�A�23�A�2 . Then the funtion f(x; y) = (x; �A(y)) is a Lipshitzand BNC mapping of the plane, with in�nite point preimages, and the ratioof onstants less than but arbitrarily lose to 1=3 (at least with respet to anorm k � k for whih k(x; y)k = k(x;�y)k).Note that a point preimage under a Lipshitz BNC mapping may even beunountable. For example, ifE = [0; 1℄ n [k;n�0�3k + 13n ; 3k + 23n �is a Cantor set on [0; 1℄, the mapping g(x) = dist(x;E) is 1-Lipshitz and isglobally BNC, whose zeros set is E.We also have a proof that in 1-dimensional spae the bound of 1=3 annotbe improved (that is, if a Lipshitz and BNC mapping has in�nite pointpreimages, then the ratio of onstants C=L is stritly less than 1=3). Thus, wehave no de�nite results onerning point preimages under Lipshitz globallyBNC mappings of the plane whose ratio of onstants is between 1=3 and 1=2.Let us summarize the results onerning the estimates of the maximumardinality of the preimage of a point under the three lasses of Lipshitz



10 O. Malevamappings of the plane. Let L be the Lipshitz onstant of a mapping. If amapping is Lipshitz quotient with o-Lipshitz onstant , the preimage of apoint onsists of at most L= points. If a mapping is (globally) BNC with BNConstant C, then in the ase C=L > 1=2 a point preimage is a single point, inthe ase C=L < 1=3 it an be in�nite, and in the ase 1=3 � C=L � 1=2 wehave no de�nite answer. And if a mapping is loally BNC with BNC onstantC, the omplete answer is as follows. If C=L > 1=2, a point preimage is asingle point, and in the ase C=L � 1=2 a point preimage an be in�nite.Aknowledgement. I thank Professor Gideon Shehtman for his ontinuing supportthroughout my researh in this �eld.Referenes[C℄ Cs�ornyei, M. (2001): Can one squash the spae into the plane withoutsquashing? Geom. Funt. Anal., 11(5), 933{952[JLPS℄ Johnson, W.B., Lindenstrauss, J., Preiss, D., Shehtman, G. (2000): Uni-form quotient mappings of the plane. Mihigan Math. J., 47, 15{31[M℄ Maleva, O. Lipshitz quotient mappings with good ratio of onstants.Mathematika, to appear[F℄ Federer, H. (1996): Geometri Measure Theory. Springer


